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Effect of dipolar interactions on the phase behavior of the Gay–Berne
liquid crystal model
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A computer simulation study of the phase behavior of the dipolar Gay–Berne liquid crystal model
is presented. The phase transitions are determined with isothermal–isobaric~NPT! Monte Carlo
simulations, utilizing the reaction field method. The electrostatic forces are found to have a
considerable effect on the nature of the observed phases, but the density at which the isotropic fluid
becomes unstable with respect to partially ordered phases is seen to be remarkably insensitive to the
strength of the dipole. We pay particular attention to the structure of the mesophases, combining
information from several singlet and pair distribution functions to build up an accurate picture of the
molecular arrangement of the systems. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is becoming increasingly evident that the liquid cry
talline phase behavior of complex molecules is dictat
principally, by the nonsphericity of the inflexible regions
the constituent molecules. Since the 1940’s, it has been
ognized that the simplest liquid crystal~the nematic! could
result from excluded volume effects only. In more rece
years, other, more complex, liquid crystalline phases h
been reported for model molecules interacting only via
isotropic repulsive potentials. Both smectic1 and columnar2

phases have been observed for these simple models.
the spontaneous polarity of the tilted chiral smectic-C* phase
has been rationalized purely in terms of packing effects
the repulsive cores.3

Of course, it is only in these idealized theoretical mod
that the attractive and repulsive elements of the intermole
lar interaction can be considered in isolation. In any r
system, both forces will be present. There are, however,
loidal systems~e.g., tobacco mosaic virus!, in which the non-
spherical molecules have a negligible attraction for e
other and the phase transitions are thought to be almos
tirely driven by excluded volume effects. True to theoretic
prediction, such systems do indeed exhibit a number of
sophases at appropriate concentrations and temperature
these systems are exceptional; in all thermotropic mesog
attractive forces are not only present, but frequently co
prise complicated components such as multipolar forces
p-electron interactions, in addition to the usual London d
persion effects. It is important, therefore, that the role of
attractive forces in stabilizing the mesophases is inve
gated.

Frenkel and co-workers have shown that hard pro
and oblate ellipsoids of revolution4 and hard sphero
cylinders5 have a rich phase diagram with nematic, and
some cases smectic and columnar phases, depending o
9520021-9606/98/109(21)/9529/14/$15.00
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molecular size and shape. These findings reinforce the id
of Onsager,6,7 that the anisotropic shape of the molecules
the principal driving force behind mesophase formation. T
attractive forces~van der Waals, multipolar, dispersion, etc!
are of secondary importance. Despite their lesser role,
investigation of the influence of such attractive forces is n
essary if a full understanding of liquid crystalline phase b
havior is to be achieved. Probably the simplest idealized
uid crystal ~LC! model which incorporates both repulsiv
and attractive terms, and consequently the most widely s
ied, is the Gay–Berne~GB! potential. Depending upon th
choice of parameters this model may be either oblate~disc-
like! or prolate~rodlike!. The majority of real mesogens ar
rod shaped, thus we focus in this study on the prolate G
Berne model. Both the shape- and energetic anisotropy
adjustable. A minimum elongation is required before orie
tationally ordered fluid phases become thermodynamic
stable. Similarly, there is a minimum energetic-anisotro
below which no spatially inhomogeneous fluid phases
observed. These two minimum values are partially coupl

Obviously there is a vast parameter space to explore;
necessary, therefore, to limit our investigation to a sin
energetic anisotropyk855 ~k8 is the ratio of the potentia
well depths of side-by-side and end-to-end configurations!, a
value which yields a rich phase diagram for elongations
interest.

Studies of the Gay–Berne potential withk53 ~k is the
molecular elongation, and is defined as the ratio of the t
principal axes of the ellipsoidal core! andk855 have proven
that the isotropic~I!, nematic ~N!, smectic-B ~SmB!, and
crystalline phases can be formed along different isotherm8,9

Upon increasing the elongation of the GB particle~i.e., k
.3!, the smectic-A~SmA! phase appears between the ne
atic and smectic-B phases, for certain temperatures. For
ellipsoids with an elongationa/b53 ~with a and b the
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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lengths of the two principal molecular axes!, the isotropic
and crystalline phases are separated only by a nematic
gion. Thus we can confidently state that the existence of
smectic phases is directly related to the attractive force
the GB model~the softness of the repulsion is unlikely
cause a qualitative difference in phase behavior!.

Studies of dipolar liquid crystal models have also be
reported in recent years. Weis, Levesque, and Zarragoi
echea, in a series of papers,10–13studied how the presence o
point dipoles influenced the structure of the LC phases o
variety of hard-core models. Selected state points, repre
tative of various mesophases, were simulated with Mo
Carlo, employing the computationally expensive Ewald su
mation method, principally in the canonical ensemble. T
major conclusions were drawn: central dipoles promote l
ered structures and terminal dipoles have little effect on
structure of the phase. Little could be concluded as to
stability of the various phases, since only a very limit
number of state points were investigated. McGrotheret al.
constructed full isotherms for several spherocylinder plus
pole models. For central dipoles,14 short-ranged order in the
isotropic phase made the I–LC phase transition difficult
pinpoint; indeed, for sufficiently strong dipoles, compress
led only to metastable glassy phases and no true LC ph
were observed. A much greater degree of hysteresis is n
at the I–N transition than in the hard spherocylinder syste
The presence of the central dipole~both longitudinal14 and
transverse15! unambiguously stabilizes the smectic-A pha
This layered phase is seen to be stable at pressures and
sities corresponding to less ordered phases in the nonp
system. When the dipole resides in the terminal positio16

different behavior is noted. Again hysteresis is seen at
I–N transition, but now the smectic-A phase is destabiliz
and the N–SmA transition is postponed to higher density
pressure as a result of the electrostatic interaction. In
cases no ferroelectric phases were noted.

For the Gay–Berne model, some numerical results
dipolar systems have been offered. Principally Sa
et al.17,18 have used the reaction field method to create s
eral isochores for such systems. For GB molecules~k53
andk855! with central longitudinal dipoles,17 the I–N tran-
sition is again seen to be insensitive to the dipole stren
On the other hand, the N–SmA transition temperature is s
to increase with the dipole moment, i.e., the smectic-A ph
is stabilized. The temperature at which crystallization occ
does not vary much with the strength of the multipole.
terms of structure, the layering in the smectic-A phase
observed to be much sharper in the dipolar system, at
temperatures; near the N–SmA transition, the effect is
pronounced. When the longitudinal dipole is placed in
terminal position,18 the I–N transition temperatureTIN in-
creases with increasing dipole momentm* 5(m2/«0s0

3)1/2

wheres0 is the contact distance, and«0 is the energy~ig-
noring the dipole! of a pair of GB molecules in the side-by
side arrangement.TNS exhibits similarm dependence. The
structure of the resultant smectic phase is seen to be b
ered, with a notable degree of interdigitation.

Interesting phases were found by Berardiet al.19 when
the longitudinal dipole is in either the central or termin
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to 
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position. This study focused primarily on the smectic phas
and as such large system sizes were employed~N51000 and
8000!. Three temperatures were selected at a fixed den
r* 5rs0

350.3, corresponding, in the absence of dipolar
teractions, to isotropic, nematic, and smectic-A phases,
spectively. The addition of point dipoles withm* 52 is seen
to have no influence on the overall nature of the obser
phase, at least at the three chosen temperatures. In bot
phases, the presence of the dipole in either position is see
increase the orientational order slightly. For central dipol
the smectic has the usual monolayer structure, but a cha
teristic split of the second peak in the radial pair distributi
function leads Berardiet al. to describe this phase a
smectic-B. Shifting the dipole toward one end of the m
ecule eliminates this hexagonal order within the plane,
several new features are noted. The projection of the
distribution function shows a splitting in the first peak, whic
is indicative of a bilayer structure. The first peak is at
distance which suggests significant interdigitation. Partic
in each layer are locally ferroelectric~i.e., the dipoles all
point in the same direction!, and the direction of polarization
alternates between successive layers. These findings su
that the phase is a bilayered antiferroelectric smectic ph
However, simulation of huge systems (N58000), and visu-
alization of the phase, shows that the situation is somew
more complex. In each of the smectic layers, there is a
ticeable dislocation, at which the center of the layer shifts
around a molecular length~due to the toroidal boundaries
there is second dislocation in each layer, which cancels
effect of the first!. Even starting in a perfect smectic-A
phase, the system was seen to relax into the eloque
named modulated antiferroelectric bilayer stripe domains

Gwóźdź et al.20 used molecular dynamics~MD! to study
the influence of transverse central dipoles on the phase
gram. These authors take a slightly different approach: ra
than cooling along an isochore, they compress along an
therm, for only one value of the dipole moment (m*
50.5). They find that the I–SmA transition occurs at t
same density with or without the dipolar forces present. T
only distinctions between the polar and nonpolar case are
higher degree of pretransitional order in the dipolar syste
and better defined positional order in the smectic phase.
authors report smectic-C order in the dipolar case, but the
angle is small and the tilt disappears as the density is
creased still further.

Most recently Houssaet al.9 studied a GB model deco
rated with a central longitudinal dipole. These authors rep
the complete suppression of the nematic phase for s
ciently strong dipoles. The phase sequence for the nonp
system isI–N–SmB, but with the inclusion of a dipole o
reduced momentm* 52.5, the isotropic phase spontaneous
orders directly to the smectic-B phase upon compression

Thus from earlier studies of dipolar LC models we c
conclude that the dipole causes only a mild perturbation
the initial I–LC transition, which appears to be almost e
tirely dependent upon the short–range repulsive forces ac
between anisotropic molecules. Depending on the posi
and orientation of the dipole in the molecular frame, t
nematic or smectic phases can be promoted at the expen
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the other. The most evident feature of all previous studie
that the fine detail of the smectic structure is sensitive to
dipole. Interdigitation, bilayers, striped domains, and ev
tilted phases are reported for various systems.

In the next section we describe the potential model, a
in Sec. III we give details of the simulation methodologi
that have been employed. The results of the simulation s
ies are presented and discussed in Sec. IV, and we draw
conclusions in the final section.

II. POTENTIAL MODEL

In our simulations, the interaction energy of two mo
eculesi and j is given by

Ui j 5UGB~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !1Umm~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !, ~1!

whereUGB( r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj ) is the GB potential21

UGB~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !54«~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !

3F S s0

r i j 2s~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !1s0
D 12

2S s0

r i j 2s~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !1s0
D 6G , ~2!

where ûi is the axial vector of moleculei and r i j is the
distance between the centers of mass of moleculesi and j,
r̂ i j 5r i j /r i j is a unit vector along the intermolecular vect
r i j 5ur i2r j u, wherer i andr j are the positions of the cente
of mass of molecules i and j, respectively. Heres( r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj )
and «( r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj ) are the range and strength parameters,
spectively ~see Ref. 21 for explicit expressions!, s and «
depend on the anisotropy parametersk ~molecular elonga-
tion! andk8 ~energetic anisotropy!. s0 and«0 ~the range and
energy values in the side-by-side arrangement! are used to
define the pressure and temperature scales in our simulat
Thus P* 5Ps0

3/«0 and T* 5kT/«0 . The dipole–dipole in-
teraction is given by

Udd~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !5
@mimj23~mi• r̂ i j !~mj• r̂ i j !#

r i j
3 , ~3!

wheremi5mûi andmj5mûj denote the dipole moments o
moleculesi and j, respectively. The dipoles are longitudina
i.e., parallel to the unit vectors which represent the princi
molecular axesûi or ûj .

While the GB potentialUGB( r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj ) can be truncated
and shifted at some distance,r c , less thanL/2, L being the
length of the simulation box, the same is not true for t
dipolar interaction. The long-ranged nature of the dipo
potential is taken into account with the reaction field meth
This scheme22 assumes that particles beyond a cutoff d
tance,r c , act as a dielectric continuum of dielectric consta
«RF.23 The interaction energy for a pair of dipoles can th
be written

Umm~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !5Udd~ r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj !2
2~«RF21!

2«RF11

mi•mj

r c
3 ,

~4!

for r i j ,r c andUmm( r̂ i j ,ûi ,ûj )50 for r i j .r c .
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III. SIMULATION DETAILS

The simulations were performed using Monte Carlo
the isothermal–isobaric ensemble~i.e., constant number o
moleculesN, pressureP, and temperatureT! with the reac-
tion field method. Each Monte Carlo cycle consists ofN trial
displacements and reorientations of the GB molecules
approximately one trial volume change. The maximum d
placement, rotation, and volume change are altered to en
that around 40% of each type of move is accepted; this va
should lead to the most efficient sampling of phase spa
The reaction field is a simple but accurate method for
counting, in an average way, for the long range of the dipo
interaction. The technique is much faster than the Ew
summation method, but yields results which are essenti
indistinguishable. For comparison of these two methods
Refs. 9, 24, and 25.

In order to analyze the orientational order and the p
sible polarization of the mesophases, we have calculated
order parametersS and P1 ; the former~the nematic order
parameter! is obtained as the largest positive eigenvalue
the Q tensor,26 the elements of which are defined as

Qab5
1

N (
i 51

N
1
2~3ua

i ub
i 2dab! ~5!

~uk
i is thekth component of the axial orientationûi of the i th

molecule!, with the nematic directorn being the correspond
ing eigenvector. The polarityP1 is obtained as

P15
1

N U(
i 51

N

ûi•nU. ~6!

The nematic order parameter,S, is zero in the isotropic
phase, and has a value of one in a perfectly aligned phas
provides no information as to positional order within th
system. In real systems,S attains values around 0.4 at th
I–N transition, whereas in simulation, higher values are f
quently encountered due to finite size effects. The pola
P1 is also zero in the isotropic phase, can only attain
maximum value~one! in a perfectly aligned state, and sim
larly gives no information on the positional order within th
system. The functions are distinct becauseP1 lacks ‘‘head–
tail’’ symmetry, and is only nonzero when more of the d
poles ‘‘point’’ in one direction than another. As such,P1

measures the spontaneous polarization of the phase.
We calculate various pair distribution functions, e.g., t

first-rank orientational correlation function defined by

g1~r !5^P1~ û1 ,û2!&5^cosu12&, ~7!

and the second-rank orientational correlation function,

g2~r !5^P2~ û1 ,û2!&5 K 3

2
cos2 u122

1

2L , ~8!

whereu12 is the angle between the principal molecular ax
of molecules 1 and 2. In addition, we also determine
orientationally averaged pair correlation functions for tw
molecules whose centers lie on a line parallel,gi(r i), or on a
line perpendicular,g'(r'), to the director. Here the dis
tancesr i and r' are measured parallel and perpendicular
the director, respectively.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram atT* 51.25, of a system of 256 Gay–Berne particles~k53, k855! with embedded central, longitudinal point dipoles. The reduc
pressureP* 5Ps0

3/«0 is plotted as a function of the reduced number densityr* 5rs0
3. Each plot depicts a different reduced dipole momentm*

5(m2/«0s0
3)1/2 ~a! m* 50.5, ~b! m* 51.0, ~c! m* 51.5, and~d! m* 52.0. Error bars denote one standard error in the density. Horizontal lines denot

position of the phase transitions.
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These functions alone cannot unequivocally determ
the nature of certain smectic phases. To verify the struc
of these liquid crystals, we calculate the bond-orientatio
order within the smectic layers. This function is defined a

B5
1

6N K (
j 51

6

exp~6if i j !L , ~9!

wheref i j is the angle between the bond linking particlei
and j and a fixed reference axis. The sum is over o
nearest-neighbor bonds. We define nearest-neighbor bon
be those withinr b'1.2s0 . This order parameter takes va
ues close to zero when no in-plane bond order exists
close to one in the presence of perfect hexatic in-plane b
order. Principally this parameter is used to distinguish
smectic-A phase from the more ordered smectic-B struct

For GB molecules withk53, we have simulatedN
5256 molecules with longitudinal point dipoles located
the center of the molecules, with dipole momentm* . In or-
der to minimize the effect of the simulation cell on the o
served phases, a cubic simulation box was employed w
periodic boundary conditions. For more elongated partic
(k54) we are forced to examine larger systems (N5500),
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to 
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in a cuboidal cell. Dipole moments ranging fromm* 50.5 to
2.5 ~in steps of 0.5! were considered. For the smaller syste
at each value ofm* , simulations were initiated from a face
centered-cubic~fcc! lattice with five layers perpendicular t
the z-axis, which is expanded to a low densityr* 5rs0

3

50.08 (P* 50.5) and quickly loses positional and orient
tional order. The system was then slowly compressed in
duced pressure steps of 0.5 or less. For the larger sys
states in the isotropic, nematic, and smectic-A phase w
generated with nonpolar GB systems. The dipole is int
duced and the system allowed to equilibrate once mo
Typically, between 3 and 53105 cycles were performed fo
each state point, increasing to 106 cycles in the vicinity of
phase transitions.

By modern standards these system sizes are mode
however, we performed several simulations with larger s
tem sizes and noted no systematic difference in the res
Furthermore, simulating small systems allows us to expl
phase space much more thoroughly. At the liquid crystall
phase transitions, large molecular reorganizations must o
and lengthy runs are crucial. We are confident that sys
sizes are sufficient to determine the nature of the phases
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Variation of the nematic order parameterS ~triangles! and polarityP1 ~circles!, as a function of density for the dipolar Gay–Berne fluid. The fo
figures correspond to the same dipole moments as Fig. 1. Error bars denote one standard error in the order parameters.
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accurately predict the thermodynamic properties of the s
tem. This belief is given credence by the excellent agreem
noted between our simulations and those of Brownet al.28

In this paper we present the results of a series ofNPT
Monte Carlo ~MC! simulations on a system of molecule
interacting via the Gay–Berne dipolar potential withk53 or
4 andk855.

IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS

A. k53

1. T* 51.25

At this temperature we have constructed isotherms
various dipolar strengths. For each value ofm* , the lowest
pressure simulated corresponds to an isotropic fluid, and
creasing the pressure eventually leads to at least one p
transition, indicated by a small discontinuity in the dens
and a marked increase in orientational order.

Focusing our attention on weaker dipole mome
m* <2.0, the numerical phase diagrams are presented in
1, with the pressure dependence of the orientational o
parameterS and polarity P1 given in Fig. 2. From these
figures we can perceive two distinct transitions. The fi
transition is fromS values around zero~isotropic phase! up
to nonzero values typical of the nematic phase. That the
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to 
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sultant phase is nematic, can be confirmed by inspectio
the projections of the pair distribution functions paral
gi(r i) and perpendicularg'(r') to the director~Figs. 3 and
4!. These figures show that the structure is liquidlike and t
there is no significant layering at the lower of the two ind
cated pressures. The second transition is from moderate
ues ofS, up to saturationS'0.94. This high density phase i
best characterized bygi(r i) ~Fig. 3!: the sinusoidal variation
of this function indicates that there is one-dimensional la
ering of particles, which is the trademark of the smectic l
uid crystals. The wavelength of this periodic function is i
dicative of the layer spacing of the smectic strata and
amplitude is related to how well defined the layers are. I
clear that the strength of the dipole does not significan
affect either the wavelength or the amplitude of this functi
at the nematic–smectic transition. This result is quite surp
ing; previous simulation studies have indicated the sign
cant impact of the dipole upon the details of the structu
particularly of the ordered phases. The striking similarity
these figures shows that the structure of the smectic liq
crystal is dependent principally on the GB interactions. T
layer spacing~see Fig. 3! is slightly less than one molecula
length, which is a common feature of such phases when
constituent molecules have an ellipsoidal core: the tape
of the molecule permits a degree of interdigitation and t
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. The projection of the radial pair distribution function parallel to the directorgi(r i) for states on either side of the nematic–smectic transition for
same systems as Fig. 1.
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structure has the most efficient packing of particles. Fr
Fig. 4 the N–Sm transition is also accompanied by an
crease in the perpendicular order. Significantly, a peak
velops at less than one diameter, corresponding to nea
neighbors in the next smectic stratum. The long-ranged
ture of this function in the smectic phase indicates that
phase is more highly structured than a simple smecti
phase. In Fig. 5 we show a snapshot of them* 51.5 system
at a reduced pressureP* 59.0, in this smectic phase. Th
smectic layers are clear from Fig. 5~a!, and the positional
order within those layers is evident from Fig. 5~b!. The
N–Sm transition is accompanied by a distinct increase in
bond-orientational order. Thus we conclude that the phas
smectic-B. Interestingly, as the strength of the dipole is
creased, the number of peaks perpendicular to the direct
seen to diminish. The orientationally averaged pair distri
tion function, Fig. 6, exhibits the expected oscillatory beha
ior and high value at long distances, of the layered sme
phases. From Fig. 6 we see that there is significant sh
range orientational order in the isotropic phase near to
I–N transition. This order is seen to increase slightly w
increasing dipole moment. After the I–N transition these o
entational correlations no longer fade to zero within t
simulation cell. The orientational correlation at contact is
increasing function ofm. In Fig. 7 we display the first-rank
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to 
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orientational correlation function for states in the isotrop
nematic and smectic-B phases for these four dipole m
ments. Negative values indicate that particles are antipara
The figures are qualitatively equivalent; each shows th
nearest neighbors are antiparallel; next nearest neighbor
oriented parallel to the selected particle; the minima a
maxima increase in magnitude as one moves from isotro
to nematic to smectic phases; the order dies out within
simulation cell, indicating no globally polar phases.

Both of the transitions~I–N and N–SmB! are seen to be
weakly first order. Neither phase change affects the pola
P1 , which remains essentially zero, over the entire press
range. Overall, these systems have the phase sequenceI–N–
SmB on compressing from low density at this temperat
(T* 51.25). This is true for nonpolar GB particles and tho
with weak, central, longitudinal dipoles.

A natural question is why the saturation value ofS is less
than one. A perfectly aligned state is never achieved in sim
lations as a result of several particles becoming trappe
right angles to the director. These particles are particula
noticeable in the smectic phases, where they prefer to p
tion themselves in the interlayer region. This fact is t
source of the characteristic minimum in the orientational p
distribution function of simulated smectic liquid crystal
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. The projection of the radial pair distribution function perpendicular to the directorg'(r') for the same states as Fig. 3.
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The behavior of these molecules has been studied in d
for related systems.27

In Table I we report our estimates of the I–N and N
SmB transition pressures and coexisting densities for the
ferent dipolar strengths. From this table, it is clear that
introduction of the longitudinal dipole into the model h
some impact on the I–N transition pressure, but the stren
of the dipole has little effect upon the density of the isotro
phase at the transition. The density of the nematic phase
coexists with the isotropic fluid is also unchanging w
variations in dipole moment. The I–N transition pressu
(PIN) is seen to fall with increasing dipole moment. Th
consistency of the I–N transition densitiesr IN , which are, to
within experimental error, identical for each of the dipo
strengths which lead to an I–N transition (m* <2.0), is strik-
ing. At the layering transition~N–SmB!, we now see that the
densities at coexistence decrease as the strength of the
tipolar interaction is increased. The transition pressure sh
a very clear trend, moving to lower values as the dip
moment is increased. This is in accordance with expectat
longitudinal dipoles are well known to promote layer
structures in both numerical and experimental studies, t
the stabilization of the smectic phase is to be expected.
creasing the dipole makes the smectic-B phase stabl
lower pressures.

Configurations atP* 57.0 were used as starting poin
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to 
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for decreasing the pressure. A limited number of expans
runs have been performed to gauge the level of hysteres
the transitions. For these weak dipoles (m* <2.0), we see no
evidence of hysteresis at the I–N transition; however, at
N–SmB phase change, the transition pressure is very dif
ent depending on the direction from which the transition
approached. The same is true of the N–SmB transition d
sity, but since the phase diagram is very steep in this reg
~i.e., large changes in pressure correspond to only sm
changes in density!, the effect is less obvious.

The natural consequence of the trends noted for
weaker dipoles in Table I is that the nematic phase will d
appear at a triple point as the strength of the dipole mom
is increased. This is due to the increasing stabilization of
smectic-B phase by the dipole, leading eventually to the l
ered phase preempting the nematic phase when the mult
is sufficiently strong.

Figure 8 is the phase diagram form* 52.5. A strongly
first-order phase transition, directly from the isotropic flu
to the smectic-B phase, is observed. The nature of the t
sition is made clear by a jump in the bond orientational or
at the I–LC transition. Alignment of the molecules is acco
panied not only by layering, but also the development
long-ranged bond order within these layers. The bond-or
parameter takes a value ofB50.55 at the transition. Fo
these highly polar GB molecules, the I–SmB transition o
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Snapshot of the dipolar Gay–Berne fluid atT* 51.25, P* 59.0, m* 51.5, in the smectic-B phase. The same configuration is shown from diffe
perspectives:~a! from the side to show the smectic layering and~b! exhibiting the strong positional correlation between successive layers. The colors ind
the direction of the dipole. The size of the particles is reduced for clarity.

FIG. 6. Second-rank orientational correlation functiong2(r ) for dipolar Gay–Berne fluids at the I–N and N–SmB transitions. The four figures repre
different dipole moments~as for Fig. 1!.
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. First-rank orientational correlation functiong1(r ) for dipolar Gay–Berne fluids in the isotropic, nematic, and smectic-B phases. The four fi
represent different dipole moments~as for Fig. 1!.
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curs at a significantly lower pressure than the I–N transit
for the weaker dipolar systems. Once again, though, we n
from Table I that the density at which the isotropic pha
ceases to be stable is unaffectedr* '0.305.

The position of the phase transition is inferred from t
pressure versus density phase diagram, Fig. 8. Even m
compelling evidence for the location of the phase transit
is provided by the behavior of the nematic order parametS

TABLE I. Transition pressures and densities for dipolar GB fluid at a
duced temperature ofT* 51.25 as obtained by MCNPT simulation. GB
parameters are:k53, k855. m* is the reduced dipole moment,PIN is the
isotropic to nematic transition pressure,PNSmB is the same property for the
nematic to smectic-B transition,r IN are the densities of the coexisting iso
tropic and nematic phases, andrNSmB are the same values for the layerin
transition. Note that the strongest dipole has a direct isotropic to smec
transition. The system size isN5256.

m* PIN r IN PNSmB rNSmB

0.5 4.99 0.304, 0.319 9.49 0.368, 0.380
1.0 5.00 0.305, 0.320 9.00 0.364, 0.379
1.5 5.00 0.307, 0.322 7.00 0.346, 0.361
2.0 4.49 0.305, 0.321 4.99 0.321, 0.339

PISmB r ISmB

2.5 3.70 0.300, 0.348
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to 
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and polarityP1 as a function of density~Fig. 9!. The varia-
tion of the order parameters also provides information as
the nature of the resultant phases. The first nonzero valu
S occurs atr* '0.348, but now we can see notable pretra

FIG. 8. Phase diagram atT* 51.25, of a system of 256 Gay–Berne particle
~k53, k855! with embedded central, longitudinal point dipoles. The r
duced pressureP* 5Ps0

3/«0 is plotted as a function of the reduced numb
densityr* 5rs0

3. The reduced dipole moment ism* 5(m2/«0s0
3)1/252.5.

Error bars represent one standard error in the density.
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sitional fluctuations~a feature which was absent for th
weaker dipolar systems!. This transition is directly to very
high valuesS'0.85, consistent with a smectic liquid crysta
Figure 10 is the projection of the radial pair distributio
function along the director on both sides of this transitio
The sinusoidal variation of this function confirms that t
liquid crystal phase is a smectic. As mentioned above,
bond-orientational order becomes nonzero at the same p
sure. We thus conclude that the transition is directly from
isotropic to the smectic-B phase.

It should be pointed out that the exact location of t
type of triple point~I–N–SmB! suggested by our results, b
simulation is extremely difficult, since three phases coex
Our best estimate is that for this model at this tempera
(T* 51.25), theI–N–SmBtriple point is very close tom*
52.0.

From Fig. 9 we again reiterate many previous findin
such systems show absolutely no evidence of spontan
polar order. The functionP1 shows some fluctuations aroun

FIG. 9. Variation of the nematic order parameterS ~triangles! and polarity
P1 ~circles!, as a function of density for the dipolar Gay–Berne fluid. T
reduced dipole moment ism* 52.5. Error bars denote one standard error
the order parameters.

FIG. 10. The projection of the radial pair distribution function parallel to t
directorgi(r i) for states on either side of the isotropic–smectic transition
the dipolar Gay–Berne fluid.k53, k855, T* 51.25, andm* 52.5.
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to 
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the phase transitions, but all the values are consistent
nonpolar phases. Polar phases are most likely in the hig
ordered smectic-B phase of the strongly polar system;
show in Fig. 11 the variation of the first-rank orientation
correlation functiong1(r ). As expected, the dipole induce
antiparallel order in nearest neighbors, and parallel orde
the next coordination shell, but this function is not lon
ranged. We confidently repudiate polar phases for this s
tem.

As for the weaker dipolar models, we have perform
simulations from high pressure to monitor the hysteresis
sociated with the phase transitions. For these stronger
poles, we note a significant degree of hysteresis, particul
in the pressure.

2. High temperature, m* 52.5

For the same GB model, we have investigated the in
ence of temperature on the phase diagram for fixed dip

r

FIG. 11. The first-rank orientational correlation functiong1(r ) as a function
of separation, for the dipolar Gay–Berne fluid, on either side of the I–
transition.k53, k855, T* 51.25, andm* 52.5.

FIG. 12. Phase diagrams for a system of 256 Gay–Berne particles~k53,
k855! with embedded central, longitudinal point dipoles with dipole m
mentm* 5(m2/«0s0

3)1/252.5. Triangles areT* 51.25, circlesT* 51.5, and
diamondsT* 52.0. Error bars represent one standard error in the densi
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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9539J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 21, 1 December 1998 Houssa, Rull, and McGrother
moment. Several isotherms have been constructed for a
duced dipole moment ofm* 52.5. This strong dipole yields
only an isotropic and smectic-B phase at the tempera
discussed above (T* 51.25). Compression isotherms at tw
higher temperatures,T* 51.5 and 2.0, are depicted in Fig. 1
and the transitions are detailed in Table II.

At T* 51.5 a nematic phase is observed between
isotropic and smectic-B phases. The range of densities
which this phase is stable is seen to increase at the hi
temperatureT* 52.0.

The transition pressures are clearly very sensitive to
temperature. The pressure at which the isotropic phase
comes unstable decreases as the temperature is lowered
transition density is again less sensitive to the changes.
maximum density at which the isotropic phase may be
served increases slightly with increasing temperature, bu
the same time, the biphasic region narrows. Thus little can
inferred from this observation.

B. k54

Systems with a larger value ofk, i.e., more elongated
molecules, are known to have a wider range of stability
the liquid crystal phases. The density at which the I–N tr
sition occurs is lower fork54 ~r I'0.19, rN'0.20!28 than
for k53 ~r I'0.315,rN'0.32!,29 at T* 51.25. The stability
of the smectic phase is similarly affected: fork54, rN

'0.21, rSm'0.22,28 whereas for k53, rN'0.37, rSm

'0.375.29

From the work of Brown30 we know that fork54, at the
temperatureT* 51.25, the low density isotropic phase
separated from the high density smectic-B phase by not o
a nematic phase~as is the case fork53! but also by a
smectic-A phase. Allenet al.31 suggest that the smectic-A
phase is stable only fork>3.4. The phase diagram of Brow
et al.28 is very interesting, with the nematic region ending
higher temperatures than the smectic-A phase, i.e., at a
N–SmA triple point. At lower temperatures, compression
the isotropic fluid leads directly to a smectic-A phase. T
region of stability of the smectic-A phase is also bounded
low temperatures by a triple point~I–SmA–SmB!, but very
interestingly the phase also becomes unstable at high
peratures. Consequently, at temperatures above this
SmA–SmB triple point, the nematic phase transforms

TABLE II. Transition pressures and densities for dipolar GB fluid at
reduced dipole moment ofm* 52.5 as obtained by MCNPT simulation. GB
parameters are:k53, k855. The reduced temperature isT* , PIN is the
isotropic to nematic transition pressure,PNSmB is the same property for the
nematic to smectic-B transition,r IN are the densities of the coexisting iso
tropic and nematic phases, andrNSmB are the same values for the layerin
transition. Note that the coldest system exhibits a direct isotropic
smectic-B transition. The system size isN5256.

T* PIN r IN PNSmB rNSmB

2.00 8.50 0.332, 0.339 12.50 0.371, 0.383
1.50 5.49 0.312, 0.334 7.99 0.358, 0.373

PISmB r ISmB

1.25 3.70 0.300, 0.348
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rectly to the smectic-B phase upon compression. T
‘‘island’’ of smectic-A stability is an unusual feature.

We have performed isothermal–isobaric simulations
T* 51.25 for a system ofN5500 particles in a cuboida
simulation cell, at three pressuresP* 51.5, 2.0, and 2.5. At
this temperature, in the absence of dipolar forces these p
sures correspond to isotropic, nematic, and smecti
phases, respectively. The addition of longitudinal point
poles at the center of the molecule is seen to have very l
effect on the thermodynamic state of the system, for all
pole momentsm* <1.5 ~see Table III!. For such dipole
strengths, the density and internal energy both incre
slightly with dipole moment, as does the nematic order
rameter in the liquid crystalline phases. No globally po
order is noted, and the structure of the phases remains u
fected by the presence of these weak multipoles.

Far more drastic effects are noted for stronger dipo
With m* 52.0, the lowest pressure state is a smectic
phase. The system evolves to a smectic-B phase by the h
est pressure studied (P* 52.5), see Fig. 13. From this snap
shot, the layering is seen to be very distinct, with few p
ticles diffusing between layers. The highly ordered nature
this phase is confirmed by inspection of the various p
distribution functions in Fig. 14. The first-rank orientation
correlation function@Fig. 14~a!# has more structure than pre
viously observed. The short-range antiferroelectric orde
now seen to persist over at least four coordination shells.
second-rank orientational correlation function@Fig. 14~b!#
indicates the very high orientational order present in the s
tem. The projections of the radial pair distribution functio
along @Fig. 14~c!# and perpendicular@Fig. 14~d!# to the di-
rector show that the phase has strong positional correlati
indicative of a highly ordered smectic-B phase. It should
noted that Allenet al.31 argued that there is no distinctio

FIG. 13. Snapshot of a system of 500 GB molecules~k54, k855! with
central longitudinal point dipoles. In this casem* 52.0,P* 52.5. The colors
indicate the orientation of the dipole. The size of the particles is reduced
clarity.

o
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TABLE III. MC NPT results obtained for GB dipolar fluids withk54, k855 at T* 51.25,m* is the reduced
dipole moment,r* the reduced density,P* the corresponding reduced pressure,B the bond orientational orde
parameter,S the orientational order parameter, andP1 is the first-order parameter. The system size isN
5500.

m* r* U* S P1 B Phase

P* 51.5
0.0 0.179 59~106! 22.535 89~3472! 0.210 98~1999! 0.005~11! I
0.5 0.178 79~144! 22.409 39~4313! 0.138 87~4777! 20.014 46~2677! 0.007~10! I
1.0 0.178 99~140! 22.503 17~4394! 0.111 16~2577! 20.001 82~2390! 0.008~10! I
1.5 0.181 28~128! 22.896 71~5596! 0.125 36~3607! 0.003 41~2389! 0.006~11! I
2.0 0.209 69~171! 25.710 70~14786! 0.878 24~1041! 20.016 29~301! 0.017~33! Sm A
2.5 0.222 76~146! 28.662 33~10273! 0.930 89~484! 20.007 78~98! 0.028~54! Sm A

P* 52.0
0.0 0.207 66~141! 23.219 32~5801! 0.754 36~1950! 0.026~11! N
0.5 0.209 07~127! 23.270 47~5783! 0.767 04~1630! 0.002 94~397! 0.005~15! N
1.0 0.209 97~166! 23.494 79~11611! 0.777 16~2049! 0.016 37~653! 0.002~15! N
1.5 0.210 78~143! 24.073 78~9640! 0.815 47~1531! 20.012 43~364! 0.001~22! N
2.0 0.226 84~155! 26.724 65~14783! 0.919 18~750! 0.000 92~70! 0.025~44! Sm A
2.5 0.239 45~149! 29.058 40~8815! 0.950 24~326! 20.031 33~70! 0.447~51! Sm B

P* 52.5
0.0 0.226 15~141! 24.023 57~12319! 0.877 36~1272! 0.072~23! Sm A
0.5 0.225 22~122! 24.016 23~10572! 0.867 04~1027! 20.011 81~175! 0.007~30! Sm A
1.0 0.226 46~121! 24.042 28~9378! 0.882 22~937! 20.001 06~244! 0.012~33! Sm A
1.5 0.230 48~131! 25.021 40~8804! 0.906 70~715! 20.003 83~136! 0.018~57! Sm A
2.0 0.243 64~194! 27.408 75~13321! 0.947 33~617! 0.000 59~44! 0.559~53! Sm B
2.5 0.249 04~115! 29.250 47~7155! 0.958 65~259! 20.003 93~56! 0.318~94! Sm B
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between the smectic-B and crystalline phases for the non
lar k>3 GB model.

A similar phase sequence is noted form* 52.5, but the
smectic-B phase is now stable for pressures as low asP*
52.0. Hence, the smectic phases are strongly stabilized
the dipole for this value ofk. It is of interest to know if the
stabilization of the smectic phases is at the expense of
nematic or isotropic phase. For spherocylinders with a si
lar I–N–SmA phase sequence, the incorporation of stro
dipole moments led to a complete suppression of the nem
phase, and a direct I–SmA transition.14 Is the same true o
GB systems?

We explored the low pressure region of the phase d
gram for these two dipole strengths. Form* 52, stepping
down in pressure, the orientational and positional order
both seen to terminate at a pressureP* 50.75. This would
appear to indicate that the nematic phase does not exis
this combination of elongation, temperature, and dipole m
ment. However, the quite large hysteresis that can be
served at the LC transitions often masks thermodynamic
stable states. In order to investigate this possibility, we co
mence simulations from nematic phases atP* 51.0 and
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1.25. In both cases the system evolves to an isotropic ph
Thus, we conclude that there is no stable nematic phase
this system at this temperature. Of course at higher temp
tures, where the influence of the dipole diminishes, the ne
atic phase may again become stable.

We perform a sequence of simulations for the strong
dipole m* 52.5, at an intermediate pressureP* 51.5, vary-
ing the temperature. As noted above, these parameters
respond to a smectic-A phase atT* 51.25. Cooling the sys-
tem (T* 51.0) results in the evolution of in-plane bon
order, and the phase may be identified as smectic-B. Wa
ing the system increases the symmetry of the phase, with
positional order being lost by a temperature ofT* 51.5, and
the orientational order coming to an end at a higher temp
ture T* 51.75. The phase sequence for this elongation
dipole strength can be identified asI–N–SmA–SmB as the
temperature is lowered~see Table IV!.

These results are in accordance with expectation.
strong affinity for dipolar molecules promotes layer
phases. Stabilization of the smectic phases is noted. For
ficiently strong dipoles, the nematic phase can be preem
by an I–Sm transition. However, raising the temperature
.

TABLE IV. MCNPT results obtained for dipolar GB fluids withk54, k855 at reduced pressureP* 51.5.T*
is the reduced temperature andr* the reduced density. The value of the reduced dipole moment ism* 52.5,B
the bond orientational order parameter,S the orientational order parameter, andP1 is the first-order parameter
The system size isN5500.

T* r* U* S P1 B Phase

P* 51.5
1.00 0.243 64~147! 29.987 56~6312! 0.962 99~264! 20.007 95~51! 0.452~50! Sm B
1.25 0.222 76~146! 28.662 33~10273! 0.930 89~484! 20.007 78~98! 0.028~54! Sm A
1.50 0.200 13~259! 26.604 58~24526! 0.843 67~2462! 20.010 90~476! 0.013~27! N
1.75 0.163 56~129! 23.582 56~8168! 0.090 24~2865! 20.004 55~1711! 0.007~10! I
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 14. Distribution functions for the dipolar GB in the smectic-B phase. The same state point as Fig. 13 is depicted.~a! The first-rank orientational
correlation functiong1(r ) as a function of separation;~b! second-rank orientational correlation functiong2(r ) as a function of separation;~c! projection of the
radial pair distribution function parallel to the directorgi(r i); ~d! projection of the radial pair distribution function perpendicular to the directorg'(r').
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bilizes the positionally disordered LC phase once more. G
bally, therefore, increasing the dipole moment elevates
I–N–Sm triple point. Note that we do not definitively sa
which smectic phase the isotropic and nematic phases c
ist with, although presumably since for nonpolark54 GB
systems the smectic-A phase is stable at lower tempera
than is the nematic phase, it will be the SmA phase that
coexist with the isotropic phase just below this triple poin

V. CONCLUSIONS

The rich and well-documented phase behavior of
Gay–Berne fluid makes a system of such molecules an i
candidate for use in the study of the effect of perturbatio
~such as dipolar forces! on the observed phase diagram.

As in many previous studies, we note the complete
sence of polar phases. Around the phase transitions, s
fluctuations in P1 can be seen, but these do not pers
Phases withP150 may still be antiferroelectric, but th
first-rank orientational correlation function remains sh
ranged for all the simulations performed here, hence
type of polar order is also absent. The most significant
pact that central longitudinal dipoles have is the increa
stability of the layered smectic phases. As the strength of
Downloaded 24 Sep 2003 to 150.214.138.210. Redistribution subject to 
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dipole is increased, the density of the transition to the sm
tic phase~from either the isotropic or the nematic phas!
decreases. For a GB model which displays both nematic
smectic phases without multipolar forces, the nematic ph
eventually becomes unstable and the system aligns dire
from the isotropic to the smectic phase. Thus a kind of tri
point may be envisaged: at a certain dipolar strength all th
phases can coexist.

A remarkable feature of all the simulations is the inse
sitivity of the initial I–LC transition to the strength of th
multipole. For a given temperature, the maximum density
the isotropic phase varies by less than 1% as the redu
dipole moment varies fromm* 50 to 2.5. The effect on the
transition pressure is larger, but only becomes signific
when the dipole is strong enough to influence the nature
the resultant mesophase. For strong dipoles, a direct I–S
transition is noted (k53) and the transition pressure is muc
lower than the I–N transition pressure associated with
more weakly dipolar systems. This constancy of the I–
transition density is different from the behavior noted f
hard-core mesogens such as the spherocylinder. For
systems, the inclusion of the dipole postpones the transi
significantly~although hysteresis at the transition means t
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the LC phase persists down at least as far as the orig
transition density!. This qualitative difference presumab
stems from the fact that there is a strong side-by-side att
tion already present in the GB system, prior to incorporat
of the dipole. In purely repulsive systems, the inclusion
dipoles creates totally new interactions, whereas in the
system the dipole reinforces the already existing attractio

A noteworthy result is the stabilization of the highly o
dered smectic-B phase, at the expense of the smectic-A
uid crystal. The two phases are distinguishable due to
long-ranged, in-plane bond order which is present in
former, but absent in the latter. This, of course, begs
question, why should this bond order be enhanced by
presence of a central dipole? Careful analysis of the res
indicates that fork54, the density at which the SmA–Sm
transition occurs has very littlem* dependence. For the sys
tem withk53, there is no smectic-A phase; when the syst
layers, the bond order also becomes long ranged. Now t
is a very real difference in structure depending on
strength of the multipole. Form* 50.5, the nematic phase i
stable to a density ofr* 50.37, but at m* 52.0, the
smectic-B phase is already stable at densities as low asr*
50.34. Our interpretation of these results is that the str
dipole is favoring the layered structure~i.e., smectic phase
in general!, but the shape of the ellipsoidal core is primary
stabilizing the smectic-B phase. Thus although fork54 the
SmA–SmB transition can be brought about in anNPTsimu-
lation, simply by increasing the strength of the dipole, t
phase change occurs entirely because the density of the
tem increases with dipole moment. The same arguments
for the system of shorter ellipsoids (k53), but now we con-
tend that the phase diagram is such that all densities w
correspond to layered structures are higher than the m
mum density required to bring about long-range bond ord
Hence, the N–SmB transition can be brought about by
creasing the dipole moment, since dipoles promote laye
structures. The bond order exists because the density o
resultant phase is beyond the threshold of smectic-A sta
ity. It is not inconceivable that stronger dipoles might cre
a layered structure at densities sufficiently low to allo
smectic-A phases to be seen for this elongation and temp
ture. However, it may be that the density at which t
smectic-A phase would be stable is lower than the minim
density required for orientational order, and since we n
that the maximum density of the isotropic phase is impe
ous to the dipole, a bulk smectic-A phase might very well
precluded.

We note from the various distribution functions that t
degree of interdigitation in the smectic phases is high,
insensitive to the dipolar forces. Presumably the layer sp
ing of less than one molecular length stems from the shap
the molecular cores. The utility of accumulating several d
tribution functions has been clearly demonstrated. In orde
unambiguously determine the structure of the system, in
mation from a variety of pair correlation functions, ord
parameters, and direct visualization of the configuration m
be combined.
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Additionally, the efficacy of the reaction field metho
has once again been demonstrated. This technique is m
times faster than the Ewald summation method, and t
allows much greater regions of the phase diagram to
probed. Recent studies9,24,25 have conclusively shown that
provided system sizes are adequate, the reaction field me
is no less accurate than the Ewald scheme.
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